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SUCCESSFUL CONFERENCE
The 2012 TAFAC Annual Conference, held for the first time at the North Inch
Community Campus in Perth, was a resounding success, with 111 delegates
plus speakers and TAFAC Committee members meaning that there was a total
audience of about 130. Congratulations must go to the conference organisers,
especially Eva Bennett, who had to cope with two very late call-offs. There
were a few minor difficulties, including one or two lecturers forgetting to
speak into the microphone, the lack of a lectern light and most of the
audience having little or no idea what questions were asked. However, byand-large, the facilities were very good and there is every chance of TAFAC
returning there for its Annual conference in 2015.
First speaker of the day was David Strachan,
Manager of the Perth and Kinross Heritage
Trust (PKHT), who spoke about the partial
excavation of a long building at Lair in
Glenshee. The building was first recorded by
RCAHMS in the late 1980s, at which time it
was compared with another type of structure
– the so-called Pitcarmick-type buildings,
which was suggested by RCAHMS to be of
possibly late 1st millennium AD date.
Excavation by Glasgow University in the
1990s of one of these structures on the
Pitcarmick Estate in Strathardle did, indeed,
yield a Pictish period date.
Thishas also proved to be the case for the
Lair building. And despite there being little
left of the structure, due to the nature of its
original turf and timber construction, some
clues about its original form were found.
Interestingly, the excavation was able to
show that a nearby ditch, which had shown
up on the geophysical survey, was also of
Pictish date but that it preceded the
construction of the building.
The second speaker was Mark Hall, Perth
Museum, who stepped in at the last minute

for Alistair Becket. Mark talked about
Pictish sculpture in and around
Forteviot, providing a date and a context
for each (see report on PAS Conference p.5) for a fuller account of Mark’s talk.
Martin Cook gave a succinct account of
the recent excavation of a Pictish square
barrow cemetery at Bankhead of Kinloch
near Meigle. The condition of the skeletal
remains was very poor and there were
no grave goods, but Martin was able to
set the site in some context by showing

One of the barrows excavated at Bankhead of Kinloch
Image copyright: The Courier Newspaper

comparable material from elsewhere.
Steve Liscoe, Fife Council, summarised the
work he and Douglas Speirs had recently
been undertaking in Fife. This work
included dealing with a skeleton that had
been unearthed in The Scores, the
foundations of the medieval tollbooth in
Market Street (below), skeletal remains
from a medieval cemetery, and the
redevelopment of a house that proved to
be considerably earlier than previously
thought.

One of the remarkable features of the Merchant’s
House is its very rare ashlar post roof which is shown
in all its glory in a very pleasing modernisation of the
property. Image copyright: Angus Council.
Revealing the foundations of the medieval tollbooth in
Market Street, St Andrews. Image copyright: Fife Today
Newspaper.

Fourth speaker of the morning session was
Sarah Kettles, from the Brechin Townscape
Heritage Initiative, who gave an excellent
update of the work undertaken on the
Merchant’s House at 67-72 High Street.
Sarah showed the derelict state of the
property prior to refurbishments and
detailed the work that was required to turn
what had been more recently a retail
property into residential accommodation.

The renovated Merchant’s House in Brechin High Street.
Image copyright: Angus Council.

Immediately prior to lunch, Liz Thoms,
one of TAFAC’s two Editors (the other is
Derek Hall), gave a potted history of the
Perth High Street excavations and the
circumstances which have led TAFAC to
publish what will eventually amount to
four marvellous fascicules. Three of
these volumes are now available at an
excellent price (see TAFAC.org.uk for
details): the collective price for all four
volumes is even better value.

After lunch, Joanna Babbs, Tay Landscape
the base
of thethe
roof
Partnership,
explained
work of the
partnership, which is being led by Perth and
Kinross Countryside Trust and is largely
funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund. The news
that the partnership will be conducting
excavations at two forts within their area of
interest will have been of particular interest to
the TAFAC audience. In 2012 the partnership
commissioned Oxford Archaeology North to
undertake surveys of six forts, presumably the
six that the partnership intended to excavate
before cutting back to a less-ambitious but
more realistic two. Two of these forts, Evelick
and Law Hill at Arnbathie were surveyed in
detail (1:500) by RCAHMS only 20 years ago as
part of the South-East Perth survey. This editor
will be especially interested to learn what new
information might have come out of the
recently commissioned work.

http://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk/~cmas/
in particular the corpus, which
provides details of each church,
including excellent images and
bibliography. If this Editor had one little
grumble about the corpus it would be
the lack of plans, but maybe they will
feature in a future development.

Dunkeld Cathedral, one of the medieval churches
included in the pilot project. The image is of one of
several ‘Green Men’. Image copyright: Tina Negus.

The fort at Evelick in the Sidlaws, surveyed and identified as
belonging to more than one period by RCAHMS in 1992.
Image copyright: RCAHMS DP056618.

Richard Fawcett, St Andrews University, gave
an excellent account of the work he is currently
engaged in --- compiling a Corpus of Scottish
Medieval Parish Churches, a project funded
mainly by the Arts and Humanities Research
Council (AHRC). He explained the context of the
project – how it started by visiting all the
medieval churches in the dioceses of Dunblane,
in which there are 38 and Dunkeld, in which
there are 67. He went on to explain that the
commonly held belief that our medieval
churches contained very little contemporary
fabric was, in fact, a lie and although many of
the structures were now roofless or ruinous,
significant detail can remain.
The Editor urges anyone who wishes to learn
more about Richard’s work on this project to
take a look at the website ---

Fiona Fisher, Friends of Perth and
Kinross Heritage Trust, talked about
theTrust’s Historic Graveyard Project.
The problems associated with
gravestones – erect stones falling
down, table tombs falling apart, etc.
were noted, as was the particular
problems caused in the Tayside and
Fife area of the use of sedimentary
rock such as mudstone and sandstone.
Fiona also mentioned the improvements that were being made to graveyards by sowing wild flower seeds.
However, as one example at Meigle
demonstrated, too many wild flowers
can be as unsightly as ordinary rank
grass.

Friends of Perth and Kinross Heritage Trust undertaking improvements within one of Perthshire’s
churchyards. Image copyright: George Logan.

Tessa Poller, Glasgow University, provided
an update of the SERF Project, in particular
the excavation that had been undertaken in
2012 at the fort on Rossie Law in the Ochils.
Tessa noted that four trenches had been
dug, including one across the rampart, one
across a possible house platform and one
across a well-like feature. There was little in
the way of small finds and no radiocarbon
dates were yet available.

PKHT News Blog
Readers of this Newsletter may be
interested in the latest development
of the PKHT website --- a News Blog!
It is intended to provide up-to-date
news from all the Trust's activities,
including new staff, community
ventures, forthcoming opportunities
for volunteer and new publications.
http://www.pkht.org.uk

RCAHMS/HS update

Rossie Law hillfort, Strathearn. One of a number of digital
images taken by the RCAHMS aerial survey team during the
SERF excavation in the summer of 2012. Image copyright:
RCAHMS DP135598.

Standing in for Oliver O’Grady, John Sherriff,
RCAHMS, talked about aspects of Pictish
Forts. He suggested that there was probably
more visible evidence for the building of
Pictish forts and the reoccupation of earlier
forts than is commonly assumed, and that
one way of identifying this evidence is by
undertaking the sort of analytical detailed
survey as was undertaken by RCAHMS at
Castle Law, Forgandenny in 2010 (below).

Readers wishing to update themselves on
the proposed merger between RCAHMS
and HS should either visit the former’s
website http://www.rcahms.gov.uk where
they should select the ‘News’ tab on the
front page, or the front page of the Historic
Scotland website http://www.historicscotland.gov.uk where the information is
slightly more prominent. As would be
expected, both organisations are giving out
the same information.
Currently, there is a stakeholder
consultation being undertaken, with the
first part, an on-line survey, closing on 23
November. There was an excellent
response to the survey, despite it being
available for a comparatively short period.
Part two took the form of three public
meetings (in Glasgow, Edinburgh and
Inverness) in late November and early
December to ‘get a depth of views’. Part
three will comprise telephone calls to ‘key
organisations, including similar bodies in
England and Wales’.
The replies will be collated and analysed by
ODS Consulting, a leading research and
support organisation based in Glasgow
http://www.odsconsulting.co.uk
ODS will report their conclusions on the
stakeholder consultation in January. These
will be made public via the RCAHMS and
HS websites shortly after.

Castle Law fort. Image copyright: Scotland’s Places

If any reader feels they still need to
comment on the merger or if they have a
query, they should contact the Transition
Team at the dedicated mailbox:
rcahms-hs@scotland.gsi.gov.uk

PICTISH ARTS
SOCIETY
The PAS annual conference was held
at the AK Bell Library in Perth on
Saturday 6 October.
The first speaker was Mark Hall (Perth
Museum) who gave a reassessment of
the (up to four) Pictish crosses that
have been found in the Forteviot area.
Aided by Ian Scott’s superb measured
drawings and some excellent
photographs, Mark brought everyone
up to speed on the his latest thoughts
about these and other related carvings
including the famous stone arch that
was recovered from the Water of May
and shows distinct Classical (i.e.
Roman) influences. Mark talked a little
about the original location of the
crosses within the landscape, noting
that documentation indicates that there
was once many more carved stone
crosses in the Strathearn landscape
than are presently recorded.

The outer stone face of the vallum wall. Image copyrightJamie Murray Grant, Photographer and Writer
www.jamiemurraygrant.co.uk

dates are eagerly awaited.
Oliver also briefly mentioned his work on St
Serf’s Island in Loch Leven. For a resumé of
both projects, readers are advised to visit
Culdee Archaeology Project 2010-11 - Recent
Projects - Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
The Editor had the pleasure of giving the third
talk – on Pictish forts in Perthshire. The gist of
the lecture was that there are probably many
more Pictish fortifications surviving than has
previously been assumed, but, unlike the
distinctive so-called nuclear forts like
Dundurn, near Comrie, they were largely
indistinguishable from Iron Age forts.
Another point made was that the physical
evidence for early historic forts may well be
evident but it would probably take excavation
(informed by the results gained from detailed
analytical survey) to identify it.

An early illustration of the Forteviot arch.

Oliver O’Grady talked mainly about the
work he has undertaken at the early
historic monastery at Fortingall in Glen
Lyon. This was very much a
community orientated investigation
which saw members of the
Breadalbane Heritage Society and
others actively involved in many
aspects of the project, including
geophysical survey and excavation.
Oliver explained that the excavation
had found a thick bank that had stone
footers and was accompanied by an
external ditch. Almost certainly the
vallum of the monastery, radiocarbon

An aerial photograph of the Pictish fort on Clatchard Craig,
Newburgh, taken by the RAF before 1933 and before its
destruction by quarrying in the 1950s and 1960s. The
th
contouring ramparts, which were constructed in the 6 and
th
7 centuries AD, bear all the hallmarks of Iron Age forts,
suggesting that there may well be other forts in Tayside and
Fife that have been assumed to be of early date but are
actually a thousand years younger. Image copyright:
RCAHMS SC1122344.

Dave Sneddon, Northlight Archaeology
provided an account of the excavation at
Lair in Glenshee. Essentially, this was very
similar to Dave Strachan’s talk to the
TAFAC Conference a month later (see
page 1 above).

Heather suggested that the results of the
excavation also suggested that the broch
had been deliberately demolished and at
some, as yet undated, period afterwards the
ruins had been flattened and a defensive
enclosure measuring about 25m in diameter
built over it. Radiocarbon dates will
hopefully ascertain whether this enclosure,
which may have taken the form of a thick
rubble bank with a wooden palisade
running along its spine, was built in the
Pictish Period or later (9th or 10th century),
as the finding of a Norse-style ring-headed
pin might imply.

Pitcarmick-type buildings and associated structures are
typified by their rounded ends, often partly sunken
interiors and walls which may exhibit facing-stones but
are never very high. The PKHT excavation at Lair was
important because it demonstrated that simple roundended buildings can as equally belong to the Pictish
Period as the structures more correctly compared to the
type-site. Image copyright: PKHT

After lunch, Heather James, Northlight
Archaeology, gave an excellent account of
the discovery and subsequent partexcavation of the broch at Castle Craig on
Pairney Farm, near Auchterarder,
undertaken as part of the Glasgow Univ.
SERF project. The quality of the surviving
stonework (up to 1.5m high externally) was
exceptional as was that of the finds which
included a Roman patera and a carved
stone (below) – image copyright Glasgow
University).

A ring-headed pin the Siiri cremation cemetery I (Viking
Period) at Raisio, Ihala, in SW Finland, Image copyright -The "Illuminating History: Through the Eyes of Media."
Project.

Radiocarbon dates are also eagerly awaited
for samples taken from a carbon-rich layer
beneath one of the two ramparts that run
around the lower slopes of Castle Craig on
the S and W. The image below is from a
colour slide taken by the Editor in 1978 and

Image copyright: RCAHMS SC 1241954.

now forms part of the archive for the site
at RCAHMS. The slide was one of several
taken after the Editor was informed that
the fort had been damaged by quarrying
activity. It shows the east end of the
damaged rampart before the exposed
section face was cleaned up and
recorded.
Just for the record, the site was saved
from the quarry through the action of the
late David Penman, then Director of
Planning at Perth and Kinross District
Council, who halted the work and
certainly prevented further damage to
what is clearly a very important site.

Historic Scotland’s predecessor, the
Ancient Monuments Branch of the Scottish
Development Department, was informed
about the threat to the site in 1978. It was
finally scheduled in February 2001.
The Editor regrets that he cannot report on
the final two speakers of the afternoon –
Cormac Bourke (Early insular hand-bells)
and Niall Robertson (Early Medieval and
Pictish Stones in Highland Perthshire), as
he had to dash off mid-afternoon to prepare
flying off to Italy next day on holiday. He
has subsequently heard that both talks
were interesting and very well received.

Strange markings in Elie – Richard Craig, RCAHMS
A series of marks, found on the sarking of the author’s home at Wynd Lodge in Elie during
roof renovations in August 2012, may include apotropaic markings — figures, letters and
characters carved into wood and designed to ward off evil spirits. In one instance (below)

Image copyright: Richard Craig

diagonal slashes have been incised onto the wood but their meaning is unclear. Some
marks seem to represent the numbers 10, 1, 8 and 4; while others resemble the letters or
Roman numerals X and IX. The sarking seems likely to date from the 19th century which is
interesting because it suggests that the custom of making such markings to guard against
witches and their familiars was being practiced much later than is commonly thought.

These carvings bring to mind carvings
in Anstruther, just 6km along the coast
to the NE. In that case, they were found
to date to a couple of centuries earlier
and they were found in a house that
also contained deposits of good luck
tokens and charms. A paper describing
these ‘Apotropaic markings and
spiritual middens in a house at 21
Shore Street, Anstruther, Fife’, was
published by Alex Darwood and
Andrew Sherriff in Volume 9 (2003) of
the Tayside and Fife Archaeological
Journal.
The Elie carvings also include what
appears to be the Latin word ‘FECIT’,
literally ‘he made it’, a term normally
preceded by a personal name. The first
letter of the word is a capital ‘F’
followed by a lower case ‘e’ with a ‘t’
above, the ‘c’ and ‘I’ are interlaced at
the end of the inscription. The
inscription measures 210mm in length
by 140mm in height.

HOLIDAY SNAPS
The Editor would like to take this opportunity to
share with folks some of the delights of Italy in
the shape of distance markers – saying
kilometre stones doesn’t slip off the tongue
quite as easy as milestones.

Amalphi milestone: Image Copyright: JR Sherriff

Fragmentary remains of stone tiles above the
wallhead. Image Copyright: Richard Craig

An interesting architectural feature
found during the work was the
occurrence of several stone tiles set
on top of the wall head (see image
above). These could be the survivors
of a covering that one comprised
entirely stone tiles. Alternatively, they
may represent a banding of stone tiles
that was used in conjunction with
another form of covering such as pantiles.

I didn’t have my bike (or a hire car) so was
dependant on Shank’s Pony and buses stopping
at convenient places. Nevertheless, in the small
part of Italy I saw (Amalphi coast) the A-class
roads were teeming with markers, and not just
every kilometre but every hundred meters.
The km markers were generally made of cast
concrete and are clearly considered as current
and integral road furniture by the authorities as
all are regularly painted. The 100m markers are
usually small round-headed slabs, painted white
with black lettering, but most are no longer
maintained. However, the example below is one
of a number along the road (the SS163) that are
glazed terracotta, made in Vietri sul Mare, a town
famous for its ceramics. Fittingly, the example
below is set into the roadside wall of a pottery
shop. Image copyright: JR Sherriff

